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Cold-air pool genesis: KLAM_21 vs. TIR
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Fig. 5: Three exemplary situations at CAP genesis; top: KLAM_21, bottom: TIR pictures with inversion height (white 
line)
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Fig. 4: Data of temperature sensor 4 and nearby 
TIR polygon

Location and setup
Funtensee basin:
- Located in the southeasterly part of Germany in the

Berchtesgadener Land
- Part of the Nationalpark Berchtesgaden
- Elevation: 1600 a. s. l.
- sinkhole, 2,5 km long and 0,5 km wide
- Climatology in clear and calm nights: cold-air inflow

from surrounding area and strong cold-air inversion
build up, as well as cold-air pooling; intensified by
basin geometry and evaporation at the Funtensee 
lake (Fischer 1987)

Fig. 1: Location of investigation area 
Bayrische Vermessungsverwaltung (2016)

Measurement setup:

Fig. 2: Aerial image of the Funtensee basin with measurement locations (Google Earth 2017, modified)

Campaign: 8 - 11 July 2016, 
Shown analysis: 9 July 2000 LT to 10 7 July 0400 LT
 Clear and calm night with short breaks because of single thunderstorms later in the night

Thermography (TIR)-cameras: VarioCams hr, InfraTec; 
Sequenced collection (range 2 sec) of surface temperatures in the basin for spatial
(384 x 288 TIR pixel) and indirect measurements of near-surface cold-air flow and CAP genesis

7 temperature sensors: Geoprecision; at different topography in the basin
Climate stations (CS): German Weather Service (DWD), Meteomedia

TIR measurements:

Fig. 3: TIR cameras with view into the basin and TIR 
domain within the red lines (left), and 
corresponding TIR picture (right)

Tab. 1: results of the correlation 
analysis of temperature sensor data 

with nearby TIR polygons 
(6x6 TIR pixel) at 2130-2330 LT

- Method according to Grudzielanek and Cermak (2015)
- positive correlations
- Variance caused by

1) different surface properties, such as heat capacity,
thermal conductivity, emissivity
2) TIR method effects, such as shallow view angle,
atmospheric influence
3) Differences in near-surface flow dynamics (located
in topographical rim, at the basin ground or at a slope)

TIR evaluation:

Conclusion for TIR method at the
Funtensee basin:

Surfaces are suitable for indirect
meaurements of near-surface air

temperature changes and thus air flow
dynamics under consideration of

method limitations and
error corrections!

Results

- Cold-air flow along small valleays and gullys: 
 KLAM_21 and TIR data show the same 
cold-air flow pathes

- Cold-air pool genesis:
 simplified in KLAM_21: calculated with
„best“ weather conditions starting at 
sunset, incl. inversion height and flow speed
 TIR data show real cold-air situation, 
starting at the real time of inversion genesis, 
no inversions heights, no flow direction
(must be calculated)

- Dynamics within the CAP and dynamics of
the CAP system:
 no simulation of dynamics by KLAM_21
 TIR data collect dynamics whithin the
CAP and of the CAP system, which must be
derived from surface data (excluded at fog
situations)

Cold-air pool stratification:

Cold-air pool dynamics:

- CAP genesis starts at the basin
floor as expected

- CAP fills up the basin with
short periods of pertubation
by warm air (2130 LT)

- Most undisturbed cold-air
layer at the basin ground at all 
CAP periods, especially in the
turbulent period from
0010 LT on

- Temperature fluctuations and
turbulence from 0010 LT on, 
caused by cold-air inflow from
surrounding area and CAP 
dynamics, such as sloshing and
CAP breakup/upfilling

- Fog formation from 0030 LT
 uncorrectly detected low
temperatures when TIR cam is
surrounded by the fog

Fig. 6: Temperature at 6 TIR 
polygons on 9 July 2016 from 2000 
to 2400 LT (left) and TIR polygon 
locations (right): TIR_1 basin 
ground, TIR_2 basin ground, TIR_3 
cold-air path (gully), TIR_4 slope, 
TIR_5 wood upslope, TIR_6 wood 
upslope; basin filled with fog from 
0130 LT on

Method limitation:

- Modified results by different surface properties, such as
albedo, emissivity, humidity and different roughness length

- Air flow dynamics near the surface can be detected, using
thermal imaging, but vertical CAP stratification at the basin
walls must be interpreted as pseudo-vertical profiles

- Output of KLAM_21 can be processed for the comparison of
inversion heights and cold-air flow pathes, but not for the
analyses of dynamics within the CAP or the entire CAP
system, respectively

Outlook:

- Future CAP analyses should respect different atmospheric conditions

- Numerical comparison of model with TIR data should be generated
- More complex model for comparison of CAP dynamics should be used

- Adaption and correction of the TIR data for surface properties and
atmospheric effects

- Numerical analyses of the high spatially resolved TIR data should be created, as
well as photogrammetric approach on CAP analyses using georeferenced TIR data

- New and extended measurement campaign for a more detailed CAP anaylsis (?)
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The CAP atmosphere is influenced by different factors, such as the atmospheric condotions above, 
the topography and different surface properties, like, e.g., roughness and cold-air productivity.  
These factors generate dynamic processes within the CAP and of the entire CAP system, such as
sloshing (Fig. 7), detrainment (Fig. 8), CAP displacement, CAP rotation (Fig. 9) and different CAP 
stratification. Additionally these effects can overlay each other and could be very complex
(cf. Lehner et al 2016; Haiden et al. 2011).

Fig. 7: CAP sloshing from north at 0038 (left) to south 
at 0042 (right) LT

Fig. 8: Cold-air detrainment 
into warmer atmosphere above 
the CAP at 0049 LT; red arrows 
indicate detrainment location

Fig. 9: CAP rotation: CAP (with fog) coming from south at 0057 LT (left), deflected to westerly 
flow by the northern basin wall at 0059 LT (middle) and arriving at the TIR camera location at the 
Kärlingerhaus at 0100 LT (right); black arrows indicate CAP flow direction
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